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Tools and Hardware. AC Delco. BBB Industries. DIY Solutions. Pure Energy. WAI Global. Shop
By Vehicle. TYC Starter. Click to Enlarge. WAI Global Starter. API Starter. Core Price [? DIY
Solutions Starter. Features: Direct Fit Replacement - Guaranteed to fit and function for your
specific application Quality Tested - built to a strict level of product standards. Shipping
Options: Free Ground Shipping. AC Delco Starter. AC Delco W Starter. Product List Price:.
Detailed Notes: 2-Bolt Design - Requires connector Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2
Day. Pure Energy Starter. Remy Starter. Denso Starter. Notes: Remanufactured Starter -- 1. BBB
Industries Starter. Image is not vehicle specific. Bosch Starter. Features: Built for extremes!
WAI Global N. August 15th, Posted by Shantill. TYC Catalog: B. Vehicle Engine Saturn Vue.
Catalog: P. Catalog: Q. Catalog: A. Catalog: T. Vehicle Saturn Vue. Catalog: H. Plastic body
panels, a Saturn-exclusive long-touted as superior for corrosion and dent resistance, are now
gone, Read more The Saturn Vue has been completely redesigned inside and out, with a more
arced roofline and better-detailed front and rear styling, plus slightly longer and wider overall
dimensions. GM also claims that the Vue now offers the widest range of powertrains in its
segment. Plastic body panels, a Saturn-exclusive long-touted as superior for corrosion and dent
resistance, are now gone, replaced by conventional sheetmetal. The Honda-sourced V6 has also
been discontinued. Close this Model value: The base Saturn Vue XE with, in front-wheel drive,
represents a particularly strong value, with its wide range of standard features and economical
engine, while the Vue Green Line will appeal to those who want to make an eco-friendly
statement. It carries an EPA fuel economy rating of 25 city, 32 highway--the best of any
sport-utility vehicle for and it's also quite affordably Read more The base Saturn Vue XE with, in
front-wheel drive, represents a particularly strong value, with its wide range of standard
features and economical engine, while the Vue Green Line will appeal to those who want to
make an eco-friendly statement. In general, the Vue has a nice, controlled ride and good carlike
handling, matched with an especially roomy interior and good towing ability for its size. The
base XE comes with a horsepower, 2. The all-wheel-drive XE model comes with a horsepower, 3.
Both V6 engines are hooked up to a six-speed automatic transmission. Safety and control are
emphasized by the Vue's design; stabilizer bars are included front and back for the four-wheel
independent suspension, and four-wheel disc brakes with anti-lock are standard equipment. So
are electronic stability control, active head restraints, front-seat side air bags, and
rollover-capable head-curtain side bags for front and rear rows. The Vue also has a trailer sway
control feature integrated into the stability control system; it detects trailer sway while towing
and applies the brakes as necessary to restore stability. When properly equipped, it can tow up
to 3, pounds. The four-cylinder XE model returns impressive fuel economy, with EPA ratings of
19 mpg city, 26 highway. But appealing especially to shoppers of a green mindset is the Green
Line model, which includes a simple hybrid system hooked up to the four-cylinder engine and
four-speed automatic. The motor system helps the gasoline engine during acceleration then
stores up energy lost during coasting and braking. Inside, it gets an exclusive black interior
theme, with leather sport seats with red stitching and perforated inserts. The Red Line is
available with either front- or all-wheel drive. Uplevel XR models are distinguished from the XE
by large inch alloy wheels, a dual-outlet stainless-steel exhaust, fog lamps, and side rails, plus a
number of additional features inside including automatic climate control, a power driver's seat,
and a rear cargo organizer. Especially noteworthy options include premium leather upholstery,
and a Convenience Package that includes rain-sensing wipers, heated washers, and a universal
remote. Close this There's a problem loading this menu right now. Would you like to sell
products for this vehicle on Amazon. Learn how. About This Vehicle Model strengths: New look;
controlled ride; fuel economy XE and Green Line ; extensive cargo space; standard safety
equipment; towing stability feature. The Saturn Vue has been completely redesigned inside and
out, with a more arced roofline and better-detailed front and rear styling, plus slightly longer
and wider overall dimensions. Read more. Close this. The base Saturn Vue XE with, in
front-wheel drive, represents a particularly strong value, with its wide range of standard
features and economical engine, while the Vue Green Line will appeal to those who want to
make an eco-friendly statement. There's a problem loading this m
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